
TKT   Module   1,   Part   1:   Describing   Language   and   Language   Skills   
  

Grammar   &   Lexis   
  

Task   1     1

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

    

1Tasks   1   and   2   taken   from:    UCLES   (2009).   TKT   Task   Type   1:Introduction   to   Matching   Tasks.   [online].    Cambridge   English.    [Viewed   
30th   July   2020].   Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168883-tkt-module-1-task-type-1-introduction-to-matching-tasks.pdf     

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168883-tkt-module-1-task-type-1-introduction-to-matching-tasks.pdf


Task   3   2

  
For   questions    11-14 ,   look   at   the   questions   about   language   and   the   three   possible   answers   listed    A ,   
B    and    C .   
Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A,   B    or    C )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
  

11   Which   sentence   does   NOT   contain   a   collective   noun?   
A   The   manager   told   his   staff   they   could   not   leave   early.   
B   The   teacher   asked   her   students   to   hand   in   their   exercise   books.   
C   The   spectators   cheered   their   team   as   they   scored   a   second   goal.   

  
12   Which   sentence   does   NOT   contain   a   conjunction   of   contrast?   

A   She   liked   skating   when   her   friends   went   with   her.   
B   While   she   was   quite   hard-working,   her   sister   preferred   watching   TV   all   day.   
C   She   wanted   to   try   snowboarding   though   her   husband   warned   her   not   to.   

  
13   Which   sentence   does   NOT   contain   a   verb   that   is   used   transitively?   

A   I   really   can’t   explain   the   reason   why   I   felt   that   way.   
B   He   wants   to   retire   as   soon   as   he   can.   
C   Nobody   knows   what   she’s   going   to   do   next   year.   
  

14   Which   sentence   does   NOT   contain   a   possessive   pronoun?   
A   I’ll   take   yours.   It’s   much   better.   
B   Give   me   one   quickly,   will   you?   
C   I   prefer   this   house   to   theirs.   

  
  

    

2   Tasks   3   &   4   taken    from    Spratt,   M.,   Pulverness,   A.,   and   Williams,   M.   (2011)    The   TKT   Teaching   Knowledge   Test   
Course,   Modules   1,2   and   3    (Cambridge:   C.U.P.)   -   pp.   112-114   



Task   4   
For   questions    15-20 ,   look   at   the   terms   about   lexis   and   the   three   possible   examples   listed    A,   B    and   
C .   
Choose    the   example   which   matches    the   term.   
Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A,   B    or    C )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
  

15   a   collocation   
A   very   nice   
B   fresh   news   
C   quickly   spoken   
  

16   a   word   family   
A   childlike,   children,   childish   
B   delightful,   wonderful,   amazing   
C   microwave,   frying   pan,   fridge   freezer   
  

17   a   chunk   
A   Where   will   they   sit?   
B   What   do   you   want?   
C   Why   do   you   listen   to   her?   
  

18   a   word   with   a   prefix   and   a   suffix   
A   cooked   
B   disappearing   
C   imagination   
  

19   a   compound   
A   bad   idea   
B   bookshelf   
C   enjoyment   
  

20   a   lexical   set   
A   pair/pear   
B   thing/think   
C   young/old   

  
  
  

    



Task   5   -   Phonology   3

  
For   questions    21-26    choose   the   phonological   term   to   complete   the   sentences.   
Mark   the   correct   term   ( A,   B    or    C )   on   your   answer   sheet.     
  

21     Can’t;   don’t;   he’s    are   examples   of     
A   connected   speech.     
B   weak   forms.     
C   contractions.     
  

22    Umbrella    is   an   example   of   a   word   which   has     
A   two   syllables.     
B   three   syllables.     
C   four   syllables.     
  

23    Fit    and    feet ;    fear    and    fair ;    track    and    truck    are   examples   of     
A   rhyme.     
B   linking.    
C   minimal   pairs.     
  

24   Fantastic   is   an   example   of   a   word   which   carries   the   main   stress   on   the     
A   first   syllable.     
B   second   syllable.     
C   third   syllable.     

  
25   The   phoneme   /tʃ/   is   an   example   of   a     

A   consonant.     
B   vowel.     
C   diphthong.     
  

26   Would   you   prefer   coffee   or   tea?   is   an   example   of   a   sentence   with   the   following   intonation:     

  
  
  
  

    

3     UCLES   (2009).   Describing   language:   Phonology.   [online].    Cambridge   English.    [Viewed   30th   July   2020].   Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168875-tkt-module-1-describing-language-phonology.pdf   

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168875-tkt-module-1-describing-language-phonology.pdf


Task   6   -   Skills   4

For   questions    27-40 ,   look   at   the   questions   about   writing   and   the   three   possible   answers   listed    A,   B   
and    C .   Choose   the   correct   answer.   
Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A,   B    or    C )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
  

27   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   process   writing?   
A. I   always   try   to   put   lots   of   creative   ideas   into   my   writing.   
B. I   always   do   a   first   draft   then   read   and   edit   again   later.   
C. When   I   check   my   writing,   I   always   find   I’ve   made   lots   of   small   mistakes.   

  
28   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   cohesion?   

A. The   paragraph   was   full   of   words   from   the   same   lexical   set.   
B. The   paragraph   used   simple   but   clear   conjunctions.   
C. The   paragraph   only   contained   three   short   sentences.   

  
29   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   layout?   

A. Arranging   your   letter   so   that   the   addresses,   etc.   are   in   the   right   place   makes   it   
easier   to   understand.   

B. I   always   put   full   stops   at   the   end   of   sentences   but   I’m   never   very   sure   where   to   put   
commas.   

C. Recently   I’ve   started   dividing   my   writing   into   short   clearly   marked   paragraphs.   
  

30   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   product   writing?  
A. I   like   to   follow   a   model   when   I   write   –   it   really   helps   me.   
B. It’s   useful   to   see   how   previous   writers   have   structured   their   texts,   and   then   copy   

them.   
C. My   friends   sometimes   give   me   feedback   on   what   I   write   –   that   really   helps   me   

improve   it.   
  

31   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   coherence?   
A. Each   paragraph   had   a   clear   topic   sentence   so   you   could   easily   see   what   it   was   

about.   
B. All   complaint   letters   seem   to   follow   the   same   pattern   –   which   makes   them   easier   to   

write   and   understand.   
C. I   always   try   to   explore   new   ideas   in   my   writing   so   I   can   learn   about   new   things.   

  
32   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   authenticity?   

A. At   school,   we   had   a   rough   book   for   writing   first   drafts   and   a   ‘good’   book   for   our   final   
drafts.   

B. At   school,   we   always   had   to   do   things   like   write   letters   to   our   local   newspaper   or   
send   emails   to   penfriends.   

C. At   school,   the   teacher   encouraged   us   to   use   language   that   was   natural   and   in   the   
right   style.   
  

  

4   Taken   from   Spratt,   M.,   Pulverness,   A.,   and   Williams,   M.   (2011)    The   TKT   Teaching   Knowledge   Test   Course,   Modules   1,2   and   3   
(Cambridge:   C.U.P.)   -   pp.   117   
  



33   Which   statement   is   NOT   about   language   accuracy?   
A   It   doesn’t   matter   if   you   make   punctuation   mistakes   in   emails   –   nobody   minds.   
B   The   contract   contained   mistakes   about   my   job   duties.   
C   I   always   try   to   find   time   to   proofread   my   work.   

  
  

    



Task   7   5

For   questions    34–5    ,   look   at   the   following   terms   for   language   skills   and   three   possible   descriptions   
of   the   terms.   Choose   the   correct   option    A,   B    or    C .     
Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A,   B    or    C )   on   your   answer   sheet.     
  

34   Summarising   is     
A   explaining   a   text   in   detail.     
B   writing   the   last   sentence   of   a   text.     
C   giving   the   main   points   of   a   text.     
  

35   Interactive   listening   is     
A   listening,   responding   and   giving   feedback.     
B   listening   for   detail,   mood   and   attitude.     
C   listening   and   identifying   word   stress   and   linking.     
  

36   Oral   fluency   is     
A   speaking   without   making   any   mistakes.     
B   speaking   naturally   without   hesitating   too   much.     
C   speaking   without   considering   the   listener.     
  

37   Paraphrasing   is     
A   using   phrases   to   say   something   instead   of   using   complete   sentences.     
B   connecting   sentences   together   in   speech   or   writing   by   using   conjunctions.     
C   finding   another   way   to   say   something   when   you   cannot   think   of   the   right   language.   

  
38   Scanning   is     

A   reading   a   text   quickly   to   get   the   general   idea.     
B   reading   a   text   quickly   to   find   specific   information.     
C   reading   a   text   quickly   to   identify   the   writer’s   attitude.   

  
  
  

    

5  Task   7    taken   from    UCLES   (2009).   Introduction   to   Multiple   Choice   Tasks.   [online].    Cambridge   English.    [Viewed   30th   July   2020].   
Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168884-tkt-module-1-task-type-2-introduction-to-multiple-choice-tasks.pdf   
  

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168884-tkt-module-1-task-type-2-introduction-to-multiple-choice-tasks.pdf


Module   1,   Part   2   -   Background   to   language   learning   
  

Task   8   -   Learning   style   6

  
For   questions   39–42,   match   the   example   sentences   with   the   learning   styles   listed   A–C.   Mark   the   
correct   letter   (A–C)   on   your   answer   sheet.   You   need   to   use   some   options   more   than   once.     
  
  

  
39   likes   listening   to   stories   in   English   
40   enjoys   miming   activities   for   a   partner   to   guess   
41   responds   well   to   spoken   instructions   from   the   teacher   
42   needs   to   see   words   written   down   
  

    

6   Task   8   from     UCLES   (2009).   TKT   Task   Type   1:Introduction   to   Matching   Tasks.   [online].    Cambridge   English.    [Viewed   30th   July   2020].   
Available   from:   
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168883-tkt-module-1-task-type-1-introduction-to-matching-tasks.pdf     
  

A   Visual   Learner   
B   Kinaesthetic   Learner   
C   Auditory   Learner   

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/168883-tkt-module-1-task-type-1-introduction-to-matching-tasks.pdf


  
Task   9   -   Language   learning   terms   7

For   questions    43-47 ,   match   the   learners’   comments   with   the   terms   about   language   learning   that   
they   refer   to   listed    A-F.   
Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A-F )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
There   is   one   extra   option   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   
  
  

  
  

Learners’   comments   
43. My   teacher   always   tells   us   about   grammar   rules.   They’re   much   too   abstract   for   me   to   

understand   and   they   don’t   help   me.   
44. When   I   try   and   speak   English   outside   class   I   keep   using   words   from   my   own   language.   I   

don’t   know   why.   
45. What   I   really   like   is   when   the   teacher   doesn’t   teach   us   but   gives   us   the   addresses   of   

websites,   so   we   can   follow   our   own   preferences.   
46.   I’ve   been   learning   for   about   20   years   and   I’m   totally   fluent   but   I   know   I   still   get   some   basic   

grammar   wrong.   
47.   When   I   go   to   a   foreign   country   I   like   to   just   listen   –   it   gives   me   time   to   build   up   my   

confidence   and   get   used   to   the   sound   of   the   language.   
  

    

7   Tasks   9-13   taken   from:      Spratt,   M.,   Pulverness,   A.,   and   Williams,   M.   (2011)    The   TKT   Teaching   Knowledge   Test   Course,   Modules   1,2   
and   3    (Cambridge:   C.U.P.)   

Language   learning   terms   
A   acquisition   
B   fossilisation   
C   silent   period   
D   autonomy   
E   interference   
F   cognitive   skills   

  



Task   10   -   Learning   strategies     
For   questions   48-   ,   look   at   the   learning   strategies   and   the   three   learner   activities   
listed   A,   B   and   C.   
Two   of   the   activities   are   examples   of   the   learning   strategy.   One   activity   is   NOT.   
Mark   the   letter   (A,   B   or   C)   which   is    NOT    an   example   of   the   learning   strategy   on   your   
answer   sheet.   
  

48. using   language   awareness   
A. The   learner   worked   out   the   meaning   of   the   word   from   his   knowledge   of   what   the   

suffix    -less    meant.   
B. The   learner   repeated   the   past   tense   of   the   verbs   after   the   teacher   had   modelled   it.   
C. The   learner   added    -ed    to   the   new   verb   because   he   thought   that   was   how   you   made   

the   past   tense.   
  

49.   remembering   
A. The   learner   copied   the   new   words   into   her   notebook   when   the   teacher   told   her   to.   
B. Every   day,   she   named   all   the   objects   she   could   see   as   she   walked   along   the   street.   
C. After   each   lesson,   he   stuck   on   his   bedroom   wall   cards   with   the   chunks   of   language   

they   had   learnt   in   class.   
  

50. experimenting   
A. When   they’re   on   holiday   in   foreign   countries,   they   just   guess   what   the   signs   and   

menus   must   mean.   They’re   often   right.   
B. When   he   couldn’t   find   the   right   word,   he   used   to   paraphrase.   He   sounded   very   

fluent.   
C. When   she   didn’t   understand   a   word,   she   always   used   a   dictionary.   It   really   helped   

her.   
  

51. noticing   
A. Every   time   he   read   an   article,   he   underlined   all   the   new   words.   
B. She   always   listened   to   hear   differences   in   the   way   people   pronounced   words.   
C. He   always   loved   just   to   hear   the   foreign   language   so   he   used   the   radio   and   the   TV   a   

lot.  
  

52. cooperation   
A. She   always   phoned   her   classmate   to   discuss   ideas   for   what   to   put   in   her   essays.   
B. The   classmates   all   went   to   England   together   during   the   holidays.   
C. In   the   group   work,   they   managed   between   them   to   write   a   complete   letter   in   English   

–   they   were   very   proud!   
  
  
  

    



Task   11   -   Learner   needs   
For   questions    52-56 ,   match   the   teacher’s   statements   about   some   of   her   learners   with   
the   types   of   learning   needs   listed    A-F .   
Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A-F )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
There   is   one   extra   option   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   
  
  

  
Teacher’s   statements   

53. He   doesn’t   seem   to   know   why   he’s   learning   so   he   just   doesn’t   care   how   he   gets   on.   
54. He’s   really   good   at   grammar   and   vocabulary   but   weak   at   speaking   and   listening.   He   needs   

these   for   his   new   job.   
55. Most   of   the   course   is   given   through   lectures   but   he   learns   much   better   by   reading   and   

doing.   
56. The   course   is   all   about   learning   grammar   but   he’s   not   used   to   that   so   he’s   a   bit   lost.   
57. He   seems   to   need   lots   of   attention   and   confidence   building.   

  
  

    

Types   of   learning   needs   
A   security   
B   learning   style   
C   personal   interests   
D   specific   language   or   skills   
E   previous   learning   experience   
F   motivation   



Module   1,   Part   3   -   Background   to   language   teaching   
  

Task   12   -   Language   teaching   approaches   
  

For   questions    58-63 ,   match   the   learners’   comments   about   their   lessons   with   the   approaches   listed   
A,   B    and    C .   Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A,   B    or    C )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
You   will   need   to   use   some   options   more   than   once.   
  

  
Learners’   comments   

58. In   every   lesson   we   learnt   something   new,   then   drilled   it   and   did   exercises.   We   never   used   
the   language   freely.   

59. Yesterday,   the   teacher   asked   us   to   underline   all   the   chunks   of   language   we   could   find   in   a   
text,   then   see   if   we   could   hear   them   in   a   recording   of   a   conversation.   It   was   difficult.   

60. In   groups   we   had   to   design   a   programme   for   a   school   trip   to   New   York.   Then   afterwards   we   
discussed   what   vocabulary   we   had   needed   to   do   this.   

61. Sometimes   in   class   we   do   an   activity,   then   the   teacher   corrects   our   mistakes,   then   we   do   
the   activity   again   –   I   find   this   really   useful.   

62. I   like   the   way   each   bit   of   grammar   we   learn   builds   on   the   last   bit.   It   makes   learning   quite   
easy.   

63. The   teacher   always   asks   us   to   work   with   what   she   calls   ‘authentic   materials’   like   
magazines,   newspapers   and   articles   from   the   internet.   We   use   them   to   find   collocations   
and   idioms.   

  
  

    

Approaches   
A   Task-based   Learning   
B   Structural   Approach   
C   Lexical   Approach   



Task   13   -   Presentation   and   introductory   techniques   
  

For   questions    64-69 ,   match   the   steps   from   different   lessons   with   the   presentation   or   introductory   
techniques   listed    A-G .   Mark   the   correct   letter   ( A-G )   on   your   answer   sheet.   
There   is   one   extra   option   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   
  
  

  
Steps   from   lessons   

64. The   learners   look   at   seven   example   sentences   and   work   out   the   form   and   meaning   of   the   
structure.   

65. The   learners   tell   the   teacher   their   experiences   of   using   English   to   speak   with   tourists   before   
designing   a   poster   on   the   same   topic   in   the   rest   of   the   lesson.   

66. The   teacher   shows   the   learners   a   series   of   photos   of   people   and   at   the   same   time   says   
some   adjectives   that   describe   their   appearance.   

67. The   teacher   asks   the   learners   if   the   structure   expresses   permission,   ability   or   advice.   
68. The   teacher   prompts   the   learners   to   use   the   target   structure   by   asking   them   to   tell   her   

about   their   holiday   plans.   
69. The   teacher   asks   all   the   learners   to   stand   up   and   shake   all   their   classmates’   hands.   She   

then   asks   them   for   their   homework.   
  
  

    

Presentation   or   introductory   techniques   
A   lead-in   
B   providing   a   context   
C   warmer   
D   guided   discovery   
E   concept   checking   
F   using   an   input   text   
G   elicitation   



Module   3,   part   1   -   Teacher’s   and   learner’s   language   in   the   classroom.     
  

Task   14   -   Types   of   mistakes   8

For   questions    70–74 ,   match   the   underlined   mistakes   with   the   types   of   error   listed    A–F .   Mark   the   
correct   letter   ( A–F )   on   your   answer   sheet.   There   is   one   extra   option   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   
  

70. Ghosts   are   usually    saw    at   night.   
71. I    am    very   much   like   football.   
72. Every   festival    are    different   in   my   country.   
73. We   must    to   protect    the   environment.   
74. What   time   did   you   say     you   going    out   later?   

  
Types   of   errors   

A. unnecessary   auxiliary   verb   
B. missing   auxiliary   verb   
C. wrong   verb   form   
D. wrong   verb   pattern   
E. wrong   phrasal   verb   
F. wrong   subject-verb   agreement   

  
  
  

    

8   Scrivener,   J.   (2020).    T KT   Tip   08:   Module   3   -   Categorizing   Learners’   mistakes    [online]. Onestopenglish.    [Viewed   30th   July   2020].   
Available   from:   
https://www.onestopenglish.com/exams/cambridge-esol-exams/tkt/tkt-tips/tkt-tip-08-module-3-categorizing-learners-mistakes/155983.art 
icle   
  

https://www.onestopenglish.com/exams/cambridge-esol-exams/tkt/tkt-tips/tkt-tip-08-module-3-categorizing-learners-mistakes/155983.article
https://www.onestopenglish.com/exams/cambridge-esol-exams/tkt/tkt-tips/tkt-tip-08-module-3-categorizing-learners-mistakes/155983.article


Task   15   -   Error   correction   techniques   9

  
For   questions    74-80 ,   match   the   correction   techniques   with   the   teacher’s   aims   listed   A-G.   
There   is   one   extra   option   which   you   do   not   need   to   use.   
  
  

  
  

Correction   techniques   
75. The   teacher   decided   to   ignore   the   mistakes   which   she   heard   students   making   in   their   

role-plays.   
76. The   teacher   used   finger   correction,   highlighting   what   the   missing   word   in   the   question   was.   
77. The   teacher   reformulated   a   young   learner’s   utterance.   
78. The   teacher   put   students   into   groups   and   asked   them   to   read   and   comment   on   each   

other’s   written   summaries.   
79. The   teacher   pointed   at   a   symbol   on   the   phonemic   chart.   
80. The   teacher   drew   a   timeline   on   the   board   showing   the   difference   between   the   present   

simple   and   present   continuous   after   several   students   had   used   the   wrong   tense.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

9   Spratt,   M.,   Pulverness,   A.,   and   Williams,   M.   (2011)    The   TKT   Teaching   Knowledge   Test   Course,   Modules   1,2   and   3   
(Cambridge:   C.U.P.),   p214   

Teacher’s   aims   
A. to   expose   students   to   corrections   without   them   being   conscious   of   it   
B. to   focus   on   pronunciation   
C. to   focus   on   fluency   and   give   students   encouragement   
D. to   develop   understanding   of   language   use   by   using   a   visual   representation   
E. to   focus   students   on   features   of   connected   speech   
F. to   encourage   self-correction   
G. to   encourage   peer   correction   

  


